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INTRODUCTION
In light of problems arising in the medical sector due to
the increasing role of modern technology in our everyday
lives, it is obvious that modern medical science needs to
fully develop and exploit all forms of medical information
originating from existing medical incidents. The main
interface between different medical computer systems is
served by the international medical standards which were
formulated after years of studying and processing medical
terminology.
SNOMED, the international standard for medical
terminology, is a complete encoded system of medical
information that is becoming the most recognized tool for
exploiting medical knowledge. SNOMED achieves
interoperability between different types of medical
information systems [1] and also defines rules and processes
in order to solve the problem of interoperability between
computer systems based on different principles, as its
content is not purely medical. Rapidly developing high-level
technologies, and the need to solve multiple medical
problems, are leading to the invention and application of new
diagnostic and surgical procedures that require the authoring
of computer applications capable of recording the highly
specialized new data [2]. One of these procedures is
hysteroscopy, which constitutes the latest development in
endoscopic surgery of the female genitalia. The study
outlined here attempts to study and codify the results of this
procedure.
Problems
The problems which were detected and which this study
is attempting to solve are the following:
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1.

Novel medical processes that are based on the
application of new technologies contain unique
characteristics and, as a result, cannot use existing
computer control applications [3]. When attempted, it
causes problems for the functionality of medical
procedures.

2.

The time required to develop and refine a specialized
computer application capable of bridging the
characteristics of a medical procedure with
international medical standards for exploiting such
information is disproportionately large to the initial
development of the medical procedure itself [4]. The
result is the accumulation of a very large volume of
medical information at medical organizations which
either remains in primary electronic format or in
handwritten documents.

3.

Each medical incident is unique for the attending
physician, depending on the uniqueness of the patient,
though digitization requires the “adaptation and
placement” of incidents into groups with common
elements and terms, aiming to exploit information
stemming from the final result [5].

4.

In the case of surgery, the effort to digitize and record
an incident with a computer application based on
medical models may influence the medical
development of an incident itself, eventually causing
delays and dysfunctions that decrease the final
reliability of the undertaking [6].

5.

The usual strategy that is followed in the application
of medical models while coding medical information
is to use the medical standards entirely as well as
independently to then bind medical terms [7] with the
incident’s data. However, this strategy is inferior in
speed and functionality, since there are timeconsuming intermediary calculations during this
process of binding and the final user is not exempted
from the requirement to have a full awareness of the
function and structure of the entire model.
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Aims and Objectives
The present study describes the methods used in the
creation of a computer application to manage a hysteroscopy
surgery based on the SNOMED medical model. Processes
were defined and executed to transcribe the existing
handwritten medical information of the surgery into a form
that can be input into a database, thereby allowing it to be
fully exploited. This practice is considered to be a research
priority according to the resolutions of the European
parliament [8].
During this effort, we attempted to construct and propose
a process of coding hysteroscopy incidents. Up to now,
hysteroscopy has not been interoperable with the SNOMED
medical model [9]. Also, the Clinical Document Architecture
(CDA) [9] has not yet adopted a relative architecture of
harmonizing hysteroscopy to the medical model.
This work advanced in two stages. The first stage was to
create the environment of the hysteroscopy medical process
based on the established practice that is followed by doctors
of this specialty. In the second stage, a mapping of the
application fields to the elements of the SNOMED model
was carried out using a mechanism for mapping XML
schemas-SNOMED to object-relational database systems.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The development of the application, together with the
planning and implementation of transcribing the handwritten
documents into the database, aimed to approach and
interconnect two different concepts: the actual medical
incident and its digitized form. The lack of existing
information in electronic form was exploited: the format
design, analysis and implementation were made flexibly.
The logic of incorporation within the application was
therefore selected in all the data input processes, segments of
tables, record sets or individual codes belonging to the
SNOMED model and the registration of primary information
conforming to its database requirements.
This process, compared with the usual tactic that is
followed in many similar cases (i.e., where the entire and
independent tables of the model are used and then bound to
medical terms depending on the data of the incident),
outclasses them in speed and functionality. On one hand,
time-consuming intermediary calculating binding procedures
are avoided while on the other, the end user is not freed from
the requirement to be fully aware of the operation and
structure of the entire model. This results in trust and
recognition by the doctor-users of the usefulness of models
in medical informatics. The very flexible possibility of data
output and input in the form of messages (Clinical Document
Architecture: CDA) was added for registered medical
incidents, which will lead to the creation of an information
network for hysteroscopy and simultaneously will bridge the
gap in communication and interoperability with other
applications.
The methods that were followed in the design and
implementation of the management application were
determined by the fact that two basic conditions should be
satisfied. The first was complete harmonization of all
registered information with the requirements of the
SNOMED medical standard; the second was that the
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operation of the application itself should by no means
influence the medical process of hysteroscopy (rather, it
should help by applying organization).
The SNOMED standard is not simply a dictionary of
medical terms. It contains structures that define processes of
data input, necessary as well as unnecessary property
elements, essential term attributes, and non-term attributes
that also determine the field values [10]. Existing
applications that use SNOMED for the registration of
medical information [11] are almost exclusively based on the
fact that the operator has explicit knowledge of the structure
and the function of the standard. These applications are
controlled by the model in data input, since most of them use
the organization of the model for user guidance. This helps
because it determines techniques that contain the collective
experience of many individuals that contributed to its
construction and its continuous enrichment; however, it
limits the possibilities for alternatives during data input. This
was fundamentally problematic in the effort to apply the
standard to a new medical process (hysteroscopy), since in
no way should the medical procedure be altered from what
the doctor had defined. It was therefore necessary to devise
methods by which to adapt the standard to the specific
medical process and not the procedure to the standard,
something that initially appeared to be incompatible with the
definition of the standard itself.
Procedure Analysis
In an effort to arrive at an accommodating solution it was
decided to follow the medical procedure as it is defined by
medical practice [12] (Fig. 1). Though in the backstage and
with methods that will be described below, the model was
satisfied completely; only in exceptional cases (Fig. 2) was
any direct input made to the existing data. The steps
followed are shown in Fig. (1).
The proposed process includes six stages, which are
schematically represented in Fig. (3):
1.

The data used in the process were analyzed (Table 1).
The fields and the order of data input were researched
before the corresponding terms were located in the
medical model. Wherever it was judged necessary for
fields that had not been forecasted in advance, it was
planned for them to be added into the application
given default values without user intervention.

Table 1.

Examples of Field Binding

Field Name in Manuscript

Field Name in Database

..

Menstruation

T.E.P.

Last period date

Uterus interior pathology

Endocervix

Laparoscopy

Laparoscopy date + Laparoscopy result

……

Patient origin

2.

The model's tables and the relationships and
properties of the medical terms used were analyzed in
order to ascertain to which point they coincided with
the handwritten procedures.
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Fig. (1). Cross-correlation of handwritten registration fields with a computerized environment

3.

When the model required particular term properties
that were not present on the handwritten form, this
was to be completed by a mechanism independent to
the data entry procedures.

4.

The possible values for every field were located,
connecting them to the input values from the
handwritten forms with even more terms from the
model's dictionary. Thus, special lists in table form
were created, from which values could be selected by
the user. The latter was rendered possible after almost
all values from handwritten forms were input and
partially revised according to an appropriate
regrouping of handwritten forms containing “relative”
data. The value being input was to be selected from a
user-defined list, and not from one containing the
exact term given by the model, although the value
that was being input into the table was the standard
model value (Fig. 3).

5.

6.

Techniques for storing and sharing multimedia files
were incorporated in such a way that there would be
no need for the operator to have specialized materials
or knowledge (Fig. 3).
Finally, the input environment was changed to the
form used in handwritten documents, with only minor

modifications made in cases where it was obviously
difficult to apply the model (Fig. 3). Natural language
data entry techniques were used with parallel binding
to the model's terminology.
Application Design
We first studied and analyzed the model and final export
to the database tables of the application of all data and
relationships connected to hysteroscopy (see Appendix).
Because the model did not determine the process that ought
to be followed [11], this design was based on established
medical practices [13]. Three stages were included in the
outline. In Stage A, the incident data were recorded
(Personal Data, Medical data, Gynaecological Data and
Ultrasonic Examination Results) upon which the "Cause" of
the examination was justified. In Stage B, the examination
data were recorded (Examination Data, Photos, Video,
Sketch and Findings). Finally, in Stage C, the final diagnosis
and decision (Future Actions) were recorded. These stages
are presented in the Entity-Relation-Diagram (ERD) shown
in Fig. (4).
This stage offered both the usability sought by the
physician [13] as well as the flexibility that was provided by
the reduced encoding of the model and its data (Fig. 4). The
creation of independent tables with elements from the model
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Fig. (2). Data input according to the rules of the standard.

was judged essential because the application required only
components of the model's elements and not the complete
tables. Thus, the choice of components from the model’s
basic tables that were related to hysteroscopy, and their
incorporation into the application's files, added speed and
accuracy to the processing of information (Fig. 5).
Study and analysis of the currently used handwritten
hysteroscopy form and adaptation of its elements were made
not from the form itself but were accomplished according to
the SNOMED coding. In order to achieve this, the binding of
each tab field to those of the model's was studied, and a
connection between them was achieved. Strictly following
the model, these were added where necessary in the
application’s background, not in the foreground, so as not to
influence the existing data input process (Table 1). Wherever
possible, this was achieved with the use of predetermined
values from the model given to fields (e.g., sex) that needed
to be created and were customizable.
Next, the problem of regrouping and coding the already
registered values in existing fields was studied and analyzed
(Fig. 6). The main problems were found in fields such as
"Indication for examination" ("Hysteroscopy cause”) or

“Pathology intra-uterine” (“Endometrial pathology”), as the
values of these fields could not be standardized. To manage
this problem, two fields (Fig. 7) were created: one for the
doctor's past description and another which is a list from the
model and which will be completed in the future.
The possibility of exporting and importing medical
documents in the CDA format based on the SNOMED
model was investigated and materialized. To protect personal
data a special scheme was created as a subset of the
described elements of the method to succinctly describe a
hysteroscopy medical incident (Document Type Definition).
Construction and Implementation
Construction
The proposed process was realized using the work
environment of the Delphi programming language, with the
support of the open source library of the Flashfiler database.
The construction of the application proceeded as follows:
1.

Creation of the database, tables, fields and their
relationships with each other. It must be noted that in
order to define the relationships between the tables,
both the needs of the application as well as the
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Fig. (3). Flow chart illustrating how handwritten forms were transferred into computerized format.

prerogatives set by the model were taken into
account.
2.

Selected elements from the analysis of the procedure
were transferred from the model's tables to the
database's table.

3.

The application's work environment was constructed
following the rules that were established during the
analysis of the procedure.

4.

3000 handwritten hysteroscopy examination cards
(Fig. 8) were digitized and incorporated as images
into the database; their information was subsequently
entered into the application. The handwritten content
of the critical fields was analyzed, grouped according
to similar values and, with the aid of the doctor, were
redefined and matched to elements of the model. The
application was enriched with multimedia elements in
the form of images and videos at the resolution of the
sketch made by the doctor during the examination.

5.

A segment of code that bypassed the given
registration form and followed the model's structure
was added to the application (Fig. 2), in order to
cover exceptional cases which had not been foreseen
in the handwritten form.

Implementation
For the materialization, a volume of registered cases of
hysteroscopy
surgeries
was
obtained
from
the
Gynaecological Clinic of the Faculty of Medicine at the
University Hospital of Ioannina. The registration process
included the following stages [14]:
1.

The compulsory details were input into the patient’s
file (Fig. 9).

2.

The hysteroscopy incidents of each patient were
recorded. In cases where the field content could not
be bound directly to the model's elements, they were
input as free text (in field A; see Fig. 7). In this way,
until the data from the existing handwritten forms
were entered, the database was being enriched with
the handwritten descriptions. When the process was
complete, in collaboration with the doctor, these
entries were regrouped and bound to the values of the
options list belonging to the second field (Table 2). At
application start-up in real-time, a value is only
entered in field B (Fig. 6) from the updated option
lists that is directly interconnected with the codes of
the model.

3.

A model of registration for "Total Incident" coverage
was defined. The model contains all of the incident's
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Fig. (4). Depiction of relational tables of the database in the Entity-Relation-Diagram (ERD).

medical details, as described by the model's encoding
and filing procedures, in such a way as to facilitate
the retrieval of reports and statistics and
simultaneously communicate between the database
and other computer systems via an input-output
messaging system. Additionally, an internal
communication file system with the same features
was established in order to make briefing between
surgeries that for various reasons were not
interconnected. This facilitated the creation of a
unified database between different surgeries capable
of using the application (Fig. 10).
Quantitative Comparison
This study is based on the development of medical
management software that describes a medical incident using
an automatically derived SNOMED medical standard. In
contrast, many browsers [15] (e.g., CliniClue, Federation
Health Browser, MedTalk, Minnow, Mycroft, NCI

Terminology
Browser,
OpenKnoME
5.4d,
ClaW
Workbench, SNOB, SnoFlake, Snow Owl, Virginia Tech
Browser, etc.) of that standard have been developed using an
inverse philosophy. In other words, these browsers describe
the medical incident via hierarchically sequenced SNOMED
terminology.
It is known that the measure of SNOMED’s complexity
is linked to the amount of steps needed in order to complete
a medical incident description. The measure of this
complexity can be described by the simplicity
E(X)
, where X is the total number of steps,
ratio S(X) =
P(X)
E(X) is the number of the concepts of X, and P(X) are
partial-areas of X [16]. The quantitative comparison between
these techniques (i.e., the one proposed in this study and
those of browsers) is calculated as follows:
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Fig. (5). Examples of data with selected elements of the model.

For the proposed study, E(X) = 1 because in this method
the concept is referred with medical incident uniquely,
1
E(X)
thus S1 (X) =
, while for browsers S2 (X) =
.
P(X)
P(X)
Taking into account that E(X)  1 and that P(X) is the same
for both techniques we can conclude that S1 (X)  S2 (X) .
Therefore, our technique is superior to browsers in terms of
quantitative complexity in this specific application.
DISCUSSION
The application was based on certain requirements that
were set either by the established medical procedure [17] or
by the specific model structure. The main requirements were:
1.

It must be possible for either a doctor or other
researcher to easily apply queries to the application's
database [18]. Therefore, particular care was given to
the database's design and to the creation of form and
query applications.

2.

The application must be versatile and inclusive. This
requirement led to the incorporation of segments of
code that materialized data acceptance by other
installations and a future prediction was made to

interconnect remote surgeries over the internet, as far
as the safety of personal data was ensured.
The complete operation of an original application for the
registration of medical incidents of diagnostic hysteroscopy
was designed and realised in the present study. The data are
coded in accordance with the international medical model
SNOMED, thus giving it the capability of functioning as a
knowledge base through its coded content, and of interacting
with other applications. Its main advantage is that while it
offers the possibility of complete organization for medical
incidents of a diagnostic hysteroscopy [19], there are no
delays in its real-time operation. Additionally, it directly aids
the future researcher by facilitating the analysis of incidents,
since it uses elements of the model.
Problems can arise from the application of modern
information technology techniques to medical processes. A
multitude of these problems were confirmed, analyzed and
solved. The problems were resolved using a “middle-of-theroad” approach, taking into consideration the huge value of
encoded medical and primary information, while respecting
the uncontradictable priority of the medical process.
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Fig. (6). Data transfer flowchart.

Fig. (7). Example of the “double field” use.
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Fig. (8). Example of handwritten registration form.

Fig. (9). Input of patient's personal information into the database.
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Fig. (10). Database Medical Document creation process.
Table 2.

Example of the Unification of Different Field Values
into One Normalized Value

Field Value of Field “Cause” in Manuscript

Normalized Value

Suspected polyp during an ultrasound procedure
Probability of polyp
Fuzzy volume on ultrasound procedure
Suspicious shadows on ultrasound

Suspicion of polyps
during the ultrasound
procedure

Large possibility of tumour exists during
the ultrasound procedure
Big polyp found on ultrasound procedure
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APPENDIX
Example of Data Entry from SNOMED into the
Database Application
procedure tform1.import_concepts;
var t,t1:textfile;
s:string;
ss1:string;
ii,posa:integer;
begin
assignfile(t,'c:\sna\concepts.txt');
reset(t);
posa:=0;
concepts.active:=true;

concepts.disablecontrols;
while not eof(t) do
begin
readln(t,s);
inc(posa);
if (posa mod 1000 =0) then
begin
form1.edit1.text:=inttostr(posa);
concepts.enablecontrols;
edit1.refresh;
concepts.disablecontrols;
end;
ii:=strtoint(ExtractWordw(1,s,''+#9));
with concepts do
begin
insert;
fieldbyname('conceptid').asinteger:=ii;
SS1:=gr(ExtractWordw(2,s,''+#9));
fieldbyname('Fullyspecifiedname').asstring:=ss1;
SS1:=gr(ExtractWordw(3,s,''+#9));
fieldbyname('snomedid').asstring:=ss1;
SS1:=gr(ExtractWordw(4,s,''+#9));
if ss1='Y' then fieldbyname('field1').asboolean:=true
else fieldbyname('field1').asboolean:=false;
SS1:=ExtractWordw(5,s,''+#9);
if ss1='Y' then
fieldbyname('isprimitive').asboolean:=true
else fieldbyname('isprimitive').asboolean:=false;
post;
end;
end;
closefile(T)
end.
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